SPARKING LASTING CASEFLOW IMPROVEMENTS: SELECTED PAPERS ON THE CIVIL PROCEDURE RULES INTRODUCED IN ENGLAND AND WALES UNDER THE REFORMS LED BY LORD WOOLF*

* This set of three papers on the promotion of caseflow improvement through the reform of civil procedural rules in the United Kingdom was assembled by David Steelman for a workshop entitled, “Sparking Lasting Caseflow Improvements: Lessons from the Trenches,” presented by Steelman with Judge Patricia Costello of the Superior Court of New Jersey on July 15, 2014, at the Joint 2014 Annual Conference of the National Conference of Metropolitan Courts and the National Association for Court Management in Scottsdale, Arizona.
Overview of Civil Procedure Reforms in England and Wales under Lord Woolf*

It is over 15 years since Lord Woolf was first commissioned to write his reports entitled, Access to Justice, which precipitated the Civil Procedure Rules (CPR), which came into force in England and Wales on 26 April 1999.

Most practitioners regard the CPR as a success, since they have provided a clearer structure to litigation, greater openness and have made settlements easier to achieve. Nevertheless, as with any such fundamental changes, the picture of success is qualified, and some of the key successes and limitations of the reforms are discussed below. Since 1999, the CPR has been amended and numerous additions have been made; no less than 48 updates have been published.

Overriding objective

In his report, Lord Woolf concluded that the then present system of civil justice was too slow, too expensive, too complex and too inaccessible. Thus, the overriding objective of the reform was, simply, to enable the court to deal with cases justly. This means:

- ensuring that the parties are on an equal footing;
- saving expense;
- dealing with a case in ways which are proportionate to the nature of the case;
- ensuring that a case is dealt with expeditiously and fairly; and
- allotting to it an appropriate share of the court’s resources, while taking into account the need to allot resources to other cases.

Case management

The CPR shifted the initiative in the conduct of litigation from litigants to judges. The new concept of Case Management Conference has been well received; 98% of respondents to the Woolf Network third survey published in 2001 said that Case Management Conferences were working well. Initially the implementation of case management appears to have been subject to regional variation, being far more positively received in London than elsewhere, where problems were encountered with providing experienced judges and apparently inconsistent decisions.

Naturally the CPR has not been able to eradicate all problems of delay, but the number of claims issued has dropped allowing the courts more time to deal with those that do come before them. For example in the Queen's Bench Division, the number of proceedings issued fell 19.6% in 2001 compared with 2000. Statistics in respect of the Chancery Division show little variation, and it should be noted that this trend has been less marked in high value, complex multi-track cases. The decrease in the number of claims commenced can in part be attributed to the rise of alternative dispute resolution, a further widely welcomed development, offering litigants easier access to the quickest and most appropriate method of resolving their dispute.

Pre-action protocols

One of the main changes of the CPR was the introduction of pre-action protocols; the first two protocols in the 1999 CPR related to personal injury and clinical negligence. The protocols aim to encourage the exchange of early and full information, and ultimately to enable parties to avoid litigation by agreeing a settlement of the claim before commencing proceedings.

The fact that there are now eight additional protocols to the original two is indication in itself that they have been effective. However, the protocols only relate to specific categories of dispute while there are general guidelines for all other cases. Further, protocols have not always worked in the way intended. For example, claimants in some cases have been thought to be "fishing" for claims and defendants can use the procedures laid out in the protocols to drag out the time before proceedings are issued against them.

Part 36 (offers to settle)

Part 36 offers were a departure from the long established settlement rules but have been well received. They enable the claimant as well as the defendant to make an offer to settle at any time before the claim is issued or during proceedings. If the claim proceeds to trial, then any offer made by either party will be taken into account when it comes to awarding costs. This has been welcomed as a means of resolving claims more quickly.

Costs

The success of the Woolf reforms in reducing the cost of litigation, which was a major objective of the reform process, has been mixed. Complaints have been made that each potential saving in the reform is offset by other changes that require more work, or bring forward work to an early stage, for example under the pre-action protocols, so that "front-loading" costs is common in a number of cases. In March 2001, the third Woolf Network survey found that 45% of respondents thought that front-loaded costs were a problem. In February 2002, the fourth Woolf Network survey recorded 81% of respondents as saying that they did not agree that the new procedures were cheaper for their clients.
The introduction of Summary Assessment of costs has been viewed as a success. Since the introduction of the CPR, Judges at all levels have been required to assess costs summarily at the end of a trial on the fast track or at the conclusion of any other hearing which has lasted not more than one day. This means a judge may have to assess the costs of a hearing immediately, streamlining the process as opposed to detailed assessment to be undertaken by a separate costs officer after the proceedings have finished.

However, it is widely accepted that litigation is still costly for all parties, and indeed it is arguably the biggest problem endangering the success of the CPR. However, there are ongoing attempts to remedy these problems, for example through the introduction of fixed recoverable costs and success fees in some types of personal injury cases, with the aim of ensuring some much needed stability and certainty into the cost regime.

**Conclusion**

In the foreword to the 48th update to the CPR, the Lord Chancellor praises the continuing relevance and success of Woolf’s reforms:

"that every citizen and business in England and Wales now has the ability to approach our legal system and ask for justice without always needing expert knowledge and aware of the continuing drive to control costs is something we should be proud of, and we must ensure that these ideals are never lost in the business of reviewing, changing and implementing these rules."

The Lord Chancellor’s sentiment is correct as the successes of the CPR outweigh the failures. Whatever complaints practitioners have in relation to the CPR, most notably in relation to costs, they are not problematic at all ends of the spectrum of cases, and the successes are most marked in relation to smaller, lower-value cases. Whilst the updates to the CPR are voluminous, it is necessary that the CPR is an ever-changing set of rules, adapting to incorporate developments that were not anticipated in 1999, for example developments in technology and the use of online systems. However this is potentially a double-edged sword, as Lord Woolf’s hope that the new code would provide a simple system of civil procedure has proved over-optimistic; the White Book is now similar in size and complexity to the pre-CPR White Book, supplemented by a volume of forms, and set to grow further. On the other hand, as the rules are not finite, there is still scope for the problems relating to costs to be ironed out and further developments to be incorporated.
Long-Time Critic Reflects on Ten Years of the Woolf Reforms*

When Lord Woolf introduced his reform proposals they were given a broad welcome by just about everyone. The approval rating remains high. In a paper for a conference this last December to mark the 10-year anniversary of the Civil Procedure Rules (CPR), Professor John Peysner wrote: “Virtually all commentators agree that Lord Woolf’s vision of the new litigation landscape has been largely successful except in relation to costs.”

I was puzzled at the time of their introduction by the almost universal support for the Woolf proposals. I was against them from the outset and spoke out strongly against them—with no effect. I feared that the proposed reforms would have the opposite effect to what was intended, making a bad situation worse rather than better.

Ten years on, I believe that the evidence, summarized below, broadly shows that on the main issues my fears were fully justified. If that is so, it is baffling that the Woolf reforms apparently continue to enjoy such a wide degree of approval.

Costs

On costs, as Professor Peysner said, there is universal agreement. They have gone up which is obviously not what was intended. As Judge Michael Cook, author of Cook on Costs, put it: “The idea of the Civil Procedure Rules...was to cut the costs of civil litigation. But the scheme has been spectacularly unsuccessful in achieving its aims of bringing control, certainty and transparency.”

The fact that costs have gone up is partly the entirely predictable result of one of the central features of the Woolf reforms—early preparation of cases, early exchange of information between the parties, more cards on the table at an earlier stage. The result? Front-loading of costs.

Pre-CPR, the preparation of the average case that went to trial would tend to take place at a late stage, which Lord Woolf thought was a problem. The trouble is that the front-loading of costs applies not just to the tiny minority of cases that go to trial but equally to the overwhelming majority—well over 90%—that have always settled. In my view this obvious point was never properly grasped by Lord Woolf and, insofar as it was recognized, it was brushed aside with the assertion that in cases that settled, the settlement would be based on a fuller appreciation of the facts.

This may be true—but no one can say what difference that fuller appreciation of the facts makes to the terms of the settlement—in the sense of giving the claimant a better or worse result and at what cost to the paying party. “Early better appreciation of the facts” is of little value if it adds significantly to the costs and makes little or no difference to the terms of settlement. Even if it affects the outcome, it may do so at a disproportionate cost.

Since reducing costs was one of Lord Woolf’s chief aims, if people had realized that in most cases costs would in fact be increased, it is doubtful that the reforms would have enjoyed much support.

It remains to be seen whether the Ministry of Justice’s new Advisory Committee on Civil Costs or Lord Justice Jackson’s wide-ranging review of litigation costs will result in worthwhile improvements.

**Delay**

The Woolf reforms addressed the problem of delay in two main ways.

- First, in the fast track, at allocation the parties would be given a fixed date for the trial 30 or so weeks hence.
- Second, the courts would adopt a new stance and would manage the process of litigation—lighter case management for the fast track, heavier for the multi-track.

Giving the parties a fixed date for trial at an early stage is a good idea that has worked well for the fast track. But did it cut delays? To test that question it is necessary to look at the figures pre- and post-Woolf. The figure to look at is not the period to trial from the start of the proceedings but the period to trial measured from the time that the solicitor first receives his instructions. The reason is obvious. Since the fast track created a Procrustean bed with a fixed date for trial, the solicitor needs to get his tackle in order before he starts the proceedings.

The only study that produced such figures was conducted for the Civil Justice Council and the Law Society by Tamara Goriely, Richard Moorehead and Pamela Abrams (More Civil Justice? The Impact of the Woolf Reforms on Pre-Action Behavior). They found that, overall, delay had remained the same. While the post-issue stage had got quicker, the pre-issue stage had got slower. Both before and after the reforms, the average standard fast track case took 13 months to complete. There are no equivalent multi-track figures.

As to the effect of case management on delay, again there are no figures. Professors John Peysner and Mary Seneviratne’s study of case management reported that some judges thought that it actually caused delay and that at least some solicitors could case manage more effectively than judges (The Management of Civil Cases: the Courts and the Post-Woolf Landscape).
Case management

Case management was the central idea behind the Woolf reforms. Lord Woolf took the view that the ills of civil litigation could be ascribed to the way that lawyers conducted cases and that the way to cure the ills was to transfer the responsibility for the progressing of cases from the lawyers to the judges.

In my view, Lord Woolf’s analysis was faulty on both counts. To make the lawyers the chief villains was far too simplistic. KPMG Peat Marwick’s 1994 Study on Causes of Delay in the High Court and County Courts found that there were many causes of delay other than the lawyers, including the anatomy of the case, delay caused by the parties themselves, external factors such as the difficulty of getting reports from experts, court procedures and court administration. The study was ignored by Lord Woolf.

What of the proposition that judicial case management would improve matters? There is no English empirical study that attempts to evaluate the impact of judicial case management. But there was such a study in the US. A few months after publication of Lord Woolf’s Final Report, the Institute of Civil Justice at the Rand Corporation in California published a study of the effect of judicial case management based on a five-year survey of 10,000 cases in 20 federal courts in 16 states. (For two articles by the writer on the Rand Corporation’s study see 147 NLJ 6782, 7 March 1997, p 353 and 147 NLJ 6787, 11 April 1997, p 539.) From the point of view of Lord Woolf’s proposals, the results were, to say the least, discouraging. The package of reforms, it was found, “had little effect on time disposition, litigation costs and attorney satisfaction and views of the fairness of case management”. The reason was that whereas some of the changes introduced had a beneficial effect, these were cancelled by others that had an adverse effect. In particular, the study found, “early case management is associated with significantly increased costs to litigants”.

The Rand report explained that case management tends to increase rather than reduce costs because it generates more work by lawyers. This is true not just at the earliest stages. It applies to case management at all stages.

Inconsistent judicial decisions

One of my chief concerns was that Lord Woolf’s reforms would vastly increase the scope for inconsistent decision-making by judges, with a generally destabilizing effect on the whole system. Judge Michael Cook wrote of this in regard to costs: “There is a growing concern among judges and lawyers that the new rules have become a lottery. Parties have little idea of how much they will recover if they win or how much they will have to pay if they lose.”

The rules, starting with the “overriding objective” with its multiple and potentially conflicting considerations, give the judges virtual carte blanche to decide in whatever way they think right. Judges
notoriously vary in their approach to procedural issues, including whether a breach of the rules should result in sanctions.

Moreover, this new scope for the exercise of judicial discretion is largely uncontrolled and uncontrollable. The Court of Appeal has made it clear that normally it will not interfere. Sir Henry Brooke, a key member of the Court of Appeal in handling CPR issues, said at the December conference that that was the right approach: “If this new practice, and the existence of the overriding objective, gives the procedural judge at first instance greater immunity from appeal or review, then I believe that it has been very well documented that this has been no bad thing. The limited scope for appealing a discretionary decision provides a sufficient remedy when things have clearly gone wrong. If they have not, it is much better to get on with the case even though another judge might have made a different decision.”

Better from the point of view of the Court of Appeal certainly. But whether litigants are better off with a less predictable system which is more interested in throughput than the result is less clear.

**Complexity**

Lord Woolf wanted the system to be simpler and easier to navigate. Peter Thompson QC paints the true picture: “In 1998, before the new rules came into force, the rules of procedure took up 391 pages of the County Court Practice...we now have three sets of rules which, together with practice directions and protocols, cover 2,301 pages of volume 1 of the Civil Court Practice, a 550% increase!” (see NLJ, 27 February 2009, p 293).

Moreover, the system changes all the time. In the 10 years of the CPR there have been no fewer than 49 updates. (The Ministry of Justice’s website for the CPR warns that the latest update, due to take effect in April, “introduces changes in a large number of areas”.)

**The adversary culture**

One area in which I believe that the Woolf reforms may have been beneficial is in regard to the adversary culture. At least this is what is said by practitioners, by judges and by researchers. But whatever the feel-good benefits of a softer aspect to litigation practice, I find it difficult to believe that it has a significant pay-off for the parties themselves. My guess is that mostly it amounts to little more than the lawyers going through the motions of appearing to act reasonably in order to avoid an adverse costs order.

I predicted that the Woolf reforms would do more harm than good. Of course there have been some improvements. (The single-joint expert and Part 36 offers are examples.) But on what I thought were the main issues it appears from the evidence that that, unfortunately, is what has happened.
Current State of Civil Justice in 2014, after Further Cost Reforms Led by Lord Justice Jackson*

1. Introduction

1.1. This paper. I am asked by the Civil Justice Council (“CJC”) to prepare a paper:

(i) summarizing the background to the recent civil justice reforms, their objectives and what those reforms comprise;

(ii) stating my early impressions of the impact of the reforms.

1.2. The public interest. Every stakeholder group seems to perceive the public interest as residing in a state of affairs which coincides with its own commercial interest.\(^a\) I have tried to cut through that and, after listening to a mass of conflicting arguments for a year, to design an evidence-based package of reforms which is in the public interest. Time will tell if that design is successful.

2. Background to the Civil Justice Reforms

2.1. Civil Litigation Costs Review and Reports. The Civil Litigation Costs Review was set up by the Master of the Rolls and supported by the Ministry of Justice (“MOJ”) because there was mounting concern in many quarters about the escalating costs of litigation.\(^b\) The principal document which sets out the background to the reforms and the “mischiefs” against which they are directed is the Final Report. Much of the evidence relied upon in the Final Report is to be found in the Preliminary Report and its appendices.

2.2. Implementation process. The implementation process required both primary legislation and the drafting of new or amended rules. The primary legislation was contained in Part 2 of the Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders Act 2012 (“LASPO”). LASPO came into force on 1\(^st\) April 2013. During the period 2010 to 2013 the Rule Committee approved a large number of new rules to implement the reforms, but held most of these draft rules in escrow until 1\(^st\) April 2013, the general implementation date.

---


\(^b\) See e.g. chapter 10 of the Preliminary Report.

\(^\) Solicitors (a) paying huge sums to claims management companies to buy up low value claims or (b) offering cash rewards or free holidays to people for making PI claims hardly helped to assuage these concerns.
2.3. **Judicial Steering Group.** A Judicial Steering Group (“JSG”) chaired by the Master of the Rolls was set up to oversee implementation on behalf of the judiciary. The JSG approved any draft rules which Ramsey J or I prepared for consideration by the Rule Committee.

2.4 **Pilots.** With the approval of the JSG and the Rule Committee, the following pilots were established:

- Costs management of defamation cases in London;
- Docketing in Leeds;
- Concurrent expert evidence in the Manchester specialist courts;
- Provisional assessment of costs in Leeds and York;
- Costs management in the specialist courts, initially at Birmingham but subsequently at all court centers.

2.5. **Monitoring of pilots.** Professor Dame Hazel Genn of UCL monitored the concurrent evidence pilot and has published her findings. Nicholas Gould of King’s College and Fenwick Elliott monitored the principal costs management pilot and has put his report on the Internet. I monitored the provisional assessment pilot (with much help from the judges involved) and summarized the results in the eighth implementation lecture. Nick Taylor of Leeds University monitored the docketing pilot and has published his findings. One great benefit of the pilots was that they exposed teething troubles and glitches. The final rules were modified to deal with these difficulties.

2.6. **Working groups.** A number of working groups took forward the implementation of specific recommendations. Michael Napier QC chaired a group which developed a code for third party funders. An editorial advisory board (chaired by Lord Neuberger and Lord Clarke) oversaw the publication of an ADR handbook. HH Simon Grenfell chaired a working group, which developed a series of standard directions and model directions for cases of common occurrence. A CJC working group embarked upon revising the pre-action protocols. Michael Napier chaired a working group which advised the MOJ on rules for contingency fees. The Senior Costs Judge chaired a group which undertook the necessary re-writing of the costs rules (CPR Parts 43 – 48).

2.7. **Implementation lectures.** Between September 2011 and March 2013 judges delivered a series of eighteen implementation lectures to alert practitioners to the forthcoming reforms. Some of these lectures set out and commented upon the text of the draft rules which were being held in escrow. These lectures were all placed on the Judiciary website. They are:

---

*c In April 2012 I underwent a cancer operation and Ramsey J took over my role in relation to implementation work.
*d Getting to the Truth: experts and judges in the “hot tub” (2013) 32 CJQ 275 – 299
*f [Docketing lite: an analysis of a process of assigning multi-track cases to individual judges](2012) 31 CJQ 430 – 450
*g [http://www.judiciary.gov.uk/](http://www.judiciary.gov.uk/)
3. Case Management

3.1. Terms of reference. The terms of reference for the Civil Litigation Costs Review required me *inter alia* to “establish the effect case management procedures have on costs and consider whether changes in process and/or procedure could bring about more proportionate costs”. This provision was sensible, indeed inevitable. One cannot bring down the cost of litigation simply by rewriting the costs/funding rules.

3.2. Recommendations. Chapter 39 of the *Final Report* dealt with case management. The principal recommendations made in this chapter were:

(i) Measures should be taken to promote the assignment of cases to designated judges with relevant expertise.

(ii) A menu of standard paragraphs for case management directions for each type of case of common occurrence should be prepared and made available to all district judges both in hard copy and online in amendable form.

(iii) Case management conferences (“CMCs”) and pretrial reviews (“PTRs”) should either (a) be used as occasions for effective case management or (b) be dispensed with and replaced by directions on paper. Where such interim hearings are held, the judge should have proper time for pre-reading.
(iv) In multi-track cases the entire timetable for the action, including trial date or trial window, should be drawn up at as early a stage as is practicable.

(v) The courts should be less tolerant than hitherto of unjustified delays and breaches of orders. This change of emphasis should be signaled by amendment of CPR rule 3.9. If and in so far as it is possible, courts should monitor the progress of the parties in order to secure compliance with orders and pre-empt the need for sanctions.

(vi) The Master of the Rolls should designate two lords justices, at least one of whom will so far as possible be a member of any constitution of the civil division of the Court of Appeal, which is called upon to consider issues concerning the interpretation or application of the CPR.

3.3. Docketing. In relation to recommendation (i) above, judicial continuity is important for a number of reasons. First, every time a new judge takes over a case there is a need for re-education. Secondly, case management is more effective and “joined up” if the same judge conducts successive case management hearings. Thirdly, the advent of costs management makes judicial continuity even more important, so that the judge who sets a budget can deal with any subsequent variations. Fourthly, the need for greater judicial continuity was one of the few matters upon which the various warring parties agreed during the Review. Finally, the experience of both Australia and the US confirms the benefits of judicial continuity.

3.4. Her Majesty’s Courts and Tribunals Service (“HMCTS”) and the judiciary are now making serious efforts to increase judicial continuity in all cases of substantial size or complexity. During 2011 the Admiralty and Commercial Court Guide was amended to permit more frequent assignment of cases to designated judges, as recommended in chapter 27 of the Final Report. There is a parallel drive to achieve greater continuity of case management in family cases following the Norgrove review.

3.5. Despite those efforts, I have heard criticism that more needs to be done to promote judicial continuity in case management, at least at some court centers.

3.6. Standard directions. Standard directions and model directions have been prepared in accordance with the recommendation (ii) above. They are available online. The new rule 29.1 (2) requires both the parties and the court, in appropriate cases, to use these drafts as their starting point when preparing case management directions. Rule 29.4 has been amended to give effect to recommendation (iii) above. The objectives are (a) to capture best practices which have been developed at different court centers and (b) to promote uniformity of approach between different courts.

3.7. Case management to trial. Rule 29.8 has been amended to give effect to recommendation (iv) above.

---

3.8. Tougher enforcement of rules, practice directions and orders. Rule 3.9 has been amended to give effect to recommendation (v) above. At the same time the overriding objective in Part 1 of the CPR has been amended by the addition to rule 1.1 (2) of a new sub-paragraph (f): “enforcing compliance with rules, practice directions and orders”. Lord Dyson MR provided a valuable commentary on these rules in the eighteenth implementation lecture.

3.9. In *Mitchell v News Group Newspapers Ltd* [2013] EWCA Civ 1537 the Court of Appeal emphasized that these rule changes herald a genuine change of culture. Nevertheless parties should not be allowed to exploit trivial or insignificant breaches by their opponents, as Leggatt J stated in *Summit Navigation Ltd v Generali Romania Asigurare* [2014] EWHC 398 (Comm).

3.10. Agreeing extensions of time. Parties should be able to agree sensible variations of time limits which do not disrupt the litigation timetable. It is no part of my recommendations that parties should be prevented from doing this. Parties should be enabled, indeed encouraged, to co-operate in progressing litigation smoothly and at proportionate cost. I understand that the Rule Committee is actively looking at this.

3.11. Designated lords justices. In relation to recommendation (vi), the Master of the Rolls has designated five members of the Court of Appeal. It is intended that at least one of them will be a member of any court hearing appeals concerning the recent civil justice reforms. They are the Master of the Rolls, Richards, Jackson, Davis and Lewison LJJ. So far I have only dealt with one appeal arising under the new rules.

3.12. Disclosure. Chapter 37 of the *Final Report* deals with disclosure, which in larger cases can generate huge costs. This chapter recommends that instead of standard disclosure being the normal order, there should be a menu of orders from which the court may choose. CPR Part 35 has been amended to implement this recommendation. A new rule 31.5 sets out a procedure which has to be followed before the first case management conference. That consists of a report by each party followed by a meeting or telephone discussion to seek to agree on the appropriate disclosure for a given case. The report has to be served not less than 14 days before the first case management conference and has to describe, briefly, what documents exist that are relevant to the matters in issue in the case. It has to state the location of those documents including information about electronic documents. It has to provide an estimate of the costs which would be involved in giving standard disclosure in the case and set out what directions for disclosure are being sought. In the subsequent meeting or discussion, the parties attempt to reach an agreement about disclosure.

3.13. The possible range of disclosure orders, which the parties may agree or the court may order, include an order dispensing with disclosure; an order that a party should disclose documents on which

---

1 Followed and applied in *Durrant v Chief Constable of Avon & Somerset Constabulary* [2013] EWCA Civ 1624.
1 *JE (Jamaica) v SSHD* [2014] EWCA Civ 192.
it relies and request specific documents from the other party; an order for disclosure on an issue by issue basis; an order similar to that which applied previously under the *Peruvian Guano* test, documents leading to an enquiry; an order for standard disclosure or any other order that the court considers appropriate. One possible order which might be agreed under the rubric of “any other order” is a “key to the warehouse” order. That means each party gives to the other free access to all its documents. Parties can then devote their energies to identifying documents which they want, rather than to spotting documents which they think the other side would want.

3.14. **Factual evidence.** Section 2 of chapter 38 of the *Final Report* recommends that in appropriate cases the court should give directions to limit and focus factual witness statements. The new rule 32.3 (3) is intended to implement this recommendation. This rule provides that the court may give directions:

(a) identifying or limiting the issues to which factual evidence may be directed;
(b) identifying the witnesses who may be called or whose evidence may be read; or
(c) limiting the length or format of witness statements.

3.15. **Expert evidence.** Section 3 of chapter 38 of the *Final Report* recommends that expert evidence should be more focused and that the costs of such evidence should be controlled in advance. This has been implemented by making changes to rule 35.4. Where parties apply for permission to rely on expert evidence, they must provide an estimate of the costs of the proposed expert evidence. They must also identify the issues which the expert evidence will address. This will allow the court and the parties to assess whether the costs of the expert evidence are justified and whether issues do in fact need expert evidence. These reforms are closely linked with (a) the new rule on proportionate costs and (b) the introduction of costs management.

3.16. **Concurrent expert evidence.** Concurrent expert evidence, colloquially known as “hot tubbing”, has been used in Australia and in arbitrations for many years. Chapter 38 of the *Final Report* recommended that this procedure should be piloted in England and, if successful, introduced into the CPR. Such a pilot was set up in Manchester and was the subject of a report by Professor Hazel Genn, as discussed above. Practice Direction 35 has now been amended to make this procedure generally available. In appropriate cases the court may order that an agenda be agreed for the purpose of taking concurrent evidence. At trial the experts are sworn and then matters proceed in a manner directed by the judge. Such procedure might include the judge asking questions of each expert and inviting them to comment on the evidence of other experts or to ask questions of those experts. At that stage the court might invite the parties’ representatives to ask questions and the judge might then summarize the position and ask the experts to confirm or correct that summary. The precise procedure will depend on the circumstances of each case. Experience has shown that judges have gained more assistance from experts by hearing evidence concurrently. The extent of disagreement has been reduced and the real issues have been identified.
3.17. Alternative dispute resolution. Alternative Dispute Resolution (“ADR”) forms a necessary part of the dispute resolution process. The Final Report emphasized the need for the court to encourage the use of ADR. The aim is that, in general, no case should come to trial without the parties at least having seriously considered some form of ADR to seek to settle their dispute. To assist in this process an ADR handbook was published in April 2013. A copy has been supplied to every judge who deals with civil litigation. The purpose of the book is to provide the judiciary, the professions and lay-clients with a practical handbook, so that they are aware of the availability and potential application of ADR methods. In PGF II SA v OMFS Company I Ltd [2013] EWCA Civ 1288 the Court of Appeal upheld a costs sanction against a party which had failed to respond to a mediation proposal. The court endorsed the advice given in paragraph 11.56 of the ADR Handbook: see in particular [34] – [40] of the judgment of Briggs LJ, with which McFarlane and Maurice Kay LJ agreed.

3.18. Pre-action protocols. The principal purpose of pre-action protocols is to promote the settlement of disputes on an informed basis before the issue of proceedings, where this is practicable. The secondary purpose is to ensure that, where proceedings are issued, each side has a proper understanding of the other side’s case at the outset. It is important that protocols serve a useful purpose, rather than merely drive up costs by adding an additional layer of work: see the Preliminary Report at pages 422 to 427. The Final Report made a number of recommendations for revision of the protocols. A working party chaired by DJ Suzanne Burn has been revising some of the protocols, taking into account those recommendations. I understand that this working party will report to the Rule Committee in April.

4. Restrictions upon Recoverable Costs

4.1. Terms of reference. The terms of reference for the Review required me to “make recommendations in order to promote access to justice at proportionate cost”. This may look like a simple examination question, but it bristles with complications. In the first instance, it is necessary to define what the phrase “proportionate costs” actually means. I have attempted this task in chapter 3 of the Final Report, a chapter which was much debated with the assessors and which I re-wrote more than once.

4.2. The new definition of proportionate costs. The new definition of proportionate costs, as formulated in chapter 3 of the Final Report, now appears in rule 44.3 (5). Under this rule costs are proportionate if they bear a reasonable relationship to the value of the subject matter of the litigation, the complexity of the litigation, any additional work generated by the conduct of the paying party and any wider factors involved in the proceedings, such as reputation or public importance. Lord Neuberger MR provided valuable commentary on this rule in the fifteenth implementation lecture.

4.3. Proportionality trumps necessity. The Final Report recommended that the effect of the Court of Appeal’s decision in Lownds v Home Office [2002] EWCA Civ 365; [2002] 1 WLR 2450 should be
reversed. Rule 44.3 (2) achieves this by providing that in an assessment on the standard basis: “the court will ... only allow costs which are proportionate to the matter in issue. Costs which are disproportionate in amount may be disallowed or reduced even if they were reasonably or necessarily incurred.”

4.4. Fixed costs. One simple way of ensuring that costs are proportionate is to introduce fixed costs or scale costs. Such costs are by definition proportionate and they obviate the need for detailed assessment. Chapter 15 recommended that costs in all fast track cases be fixed and proposed matrices of fixed costs. These matrices were based upon extensive research by Professor Fenn and also upon discussions at a series of facilitative meetings organized by the Civil Justice Council. Chapter 24 recommended that a scheme of scale costs be introduced for IP cases in the Patents County Court (now the Intellectual Property Enterprise Court). These recommendations have been implemented through amendments to CPR Part 45, which deals with fixed costs. There is, however, one unfortunate exception.

4.5. The one unfortunate exception – fast track non-personal injury cases. I express the hope that steps will be taken to fix the costs of fast track non-personal injury cases as soon as practicable. This will be far more satisfactory than being thrown back upon the “proportionality” rule in a large number of low value cases.

4.6. The portal. Concern has been expressed about the high costs involved in respect of cases which start in the portal and then drop out because they are defended or for other reasons. I understand this concern. Indeed I warned of the risk on pages 225-226 of the Final Report. What is crucial is that the costs of fast track cases should be fixed, not that all such cases should pass through the portal. The portal is a concept which, essentially, is suited to undefended cases.

4.7 Appeals. A particular problem arises when cases move from a no-costs regime or a low costs regime to a full costs shifting regime, for example when there is an appeal from the Employment Appeal Tribunal to the Court of Appeal. Chapter 34 of the Final Report recommended that in such cases the appeal court should have power at an early stage to limit or exclude the recovery of costs. The new rule 52.9A implements this recommendation.

5. Costs Management

5.1. An innovation. Costs management is a novel discipline, which was proposed in chapter 40 of the Final Report. Most civil litigation is a form of business project in which the parties invest substantial sums in order to achieve a just outcome. Even justice must have a price. It is not rational to spend £1,000 to recover a £100 debt, however strong and virtuous your claim. Outside litigation, no normal business project is conducted on open-ended basis, with costs simply being added up at the end. The time has now come to apply sensible budgetary control to the recoverable costs of litigation. During
the Review it was striking that clients were supportive of this proposal, even though some lawyers were more cautious. The Law Society strongly supported the concept as did litigation funders.

5.2. Parties need to know what the costs will be if they win and if they lose. Clients are increasingly demanding budgets from their own lawyers. But that budget only presents part of the picture. It does not reveal (a) how much they will recover from the other side if they win or (b) how much they will pay out by way of costs if they lose. The advent of costs management means that clients have a much clearer picture of the overall costs position at an early stage of litigation.

5.3. The new rules. The new costs management rules are contained in CPR Part 3 rules 3.12 to 3.18 and Practice Direction 3E. They were explained by Ramsey J in the sixteenth implementation lecture. These rules follow a number of successful pilot schemes. The purpose of costs management is that the court should manage both the procedural steps to be taken and the costs to be incurred by the parties, in any proceedings. This is to further the overriding objective that all cases should be dealt with justly and at proportionate cost.

5.4. Costs budgets. The costs management process is started by each party filing and exchanging a costs budget in a standard form, precedent H. The costs budgets are to be filed as directed or within 7 days before the first case management conference. The parties should discuss and attempt to agree the costs budgets. The court will then generally make a costs management order, either recording the extent to which the parties have agreed the budgets or recording the court’s approval of revised budgets where the parties are not agreed. Once a costs management order has been made the court, when assessing costs on the standard basis, will have regard to the receiving party’s last approved or agreed budget for each phase of the proceedings and will not depart from such approved or agreed budget unless satisfied that there is good reason to do so.

5.5. Case management is linked with costs management. In addition, when making case management decisions the court will have regard to any available budgets and will take into account the costs involved in each procedural step. When a judge directs parties to undertake tasks, it is obvious good practice that the judge should appreciate the costs consequences of what he/she is ordering. The court should not generally compel parties to incur disproportionate costs in the furtherance of their litigation.

5.6. Revision of budgets. There is provision for parties to revise budgets upwards or downwards if significant developments in the litigation warrant such revisions. Otherwise it is necessary for the initial budget to reflect accurately the costs of the litigation.

5.7. Costs management is not price fixing. Costs management bites upon recoverable costs, not own costs. The objective is to prevent unconstrained expenditure of other people’s money.
5.8 New role for the courts. The court therefore has to undertake a new role in approving budgets. The court has to consider whether the budgeted costs fall within the range of reasonable and proportionate costs. When the court is approving costs budgets, such approval will relate only to the total figure for each phase of the proceedings, although the court will have regard to the constituent elements in each total figure. The court will not, however, undertake a detailed assessment in advance when approving a costs budget.

5.9. Higher value commercial, chancery and Technology & Construction Court (“TCC”) claims. The extent to which higher value commercial, chancery and TCC claims should be exempted from costs management has been the subject of separate consultation. The scope of such exemption is being narrowed. I understand that this has been the subject of recent agreement within the Rule Committee.

5.10. Does all this lead to front loading and additional costs? The introduction of costs management has come as a shock to some, but not all, practitioners. There has been a learning curve and this costs money. Nevertheless litigation is a process, not an Eleusinian mystery. It is amenable to sensible budgeting and such budgeting is very much in the public interest. It takes time for costs management to bed in. Both practitioners and judges need to become comfortable with the process. Once this has happened, the overall effect will be to bring down the costs of litigation, as the Law Society originally predicted in its submissions to the Costs Review. In other words the costs savings achieved by costs management should exceed the costs of the exercise. The restriction upon the recoverable costs of the costs management exercise (para 2.2 of Practice Direction 3E) plays an important role in this regard.

6. The Assessment of Costs

6.1. Summary assessment. One feature of summary assessment is that work on documents is often a very large item. Yet the old form N260 completed by the parties gave no indication as to what that work comprised. In April 2013 a new version of form N260 was introduced, providing detailed information concerning work on documents, as recommended in chapter 44 of the Final Report. One problem, which I and some other judges have encountered, is that many practitioners continue to use the old form.

6.2. Detailed assessment. In relation to detailed assessment at the end of a case, a number of procedural reforms are recommended in chapter 45 of the Final Report, in order to make the process more efficient and less expensive. These reforms were effected on 1st April 2013 by means of amendments to the Costs Rules and the Costs Practice Direction. In particular, points of dispute and points of reply must now be more focused. They should be in ‘Scott Schedule’ form, as set out in the

---

k See Final Report, chapter 40, para 6.7 (page 413).
new Precedent G. The Part 36 procedure has been imported into detailed assessment, in order to promote early settlement.

6.3. Provisional assessment. Following a successful pilot at Leeds and York, provisional assessment was introduced nationally on 1st April 2013. This procedure applies where there has to be detailed assessment and the amount of the costs claimed is £75,000 or less. In such cases a new rule permits there to be a provisional assessment made by the court on the documents. This provisional assessment may be challenged within a limited period, but otherwise it becomes binding. The experience of the pilot was that this method of provisional assessment (a) led to few challenges and (b) enabled costs assessments to be dealt with more quickly and at lower cost than a full detailed assessment. A similar procedure has been used in Hong Kong since April 2009. The procedure in Hong Kong is regarded as satisfactory and is not subject to any monetary limits.

7. Funding and Part 36 Offers

7.1. Statistical evidence. The statistics gathered during the Costs Review demonstrated that recoverable success fees under conditional fee agreements (“CFAs”) and recoverable after-the-event (“ATE”) insurance premiums are two of the principal drivers of high costs. The figures are set out in the Preliminary Report, the Final Report and their respective appendices. See in particular chapter 2 of the Final Report, entitled “The Costs of Civil Litigation”. The recoverability regime distorted incentives and tended to drive up costs by significantly more than the amount of the success fee and the ATE premium: see e.g. tables 1 to 11 on pages 489 to 495 of the Final Report.

7.2. The reform – abolition of recoverability. The Final Report recommended that CFA success fees and ATE premiums should cease to be recoverable. Parliament implemented this reform, subject to certain limited exceptions, in Part 2 of LASPO.

7.3. Impact on claimants. Although either party to litigation can enter into a CFA or take out ATE insurance, in practice it is usually the claimant who does so. Thus in the main it is claimants, rather than defendants, who would lose out if the above reforms stood in isolation.

7.4. Measures to protect claimants. A number of separate reforms have been introduced in order to assist claimants under the new arrangements. In particular:

(i) Damages-based agreements (otherwise known as contingency fees) are now permitted.
(ii) General damages for pain, suffering, loss of amenity and similar matters have been increased by 10%: see Simmons v Castle [2012] EWCA Civ 1039, [2012] EWCA Civ 1288, [2013] 1 WLR 1239.
(iii) The rewards for effective claimant offers under CPR Part 36 have been increased.

---

1 Out of 119 cases in the first year of the pilot only 2 proceeded to an oral hearing.
(iv) Claimants in personal injury claims are protected by qualified one way costs shifting ("QOCS"). This is not an elegant term, but it was the best phrase that I could devise. It means costs protection subject to exceptions which are intended to weed out those who do not deserve such protection.

In relation to (i) above, there is concern that the current regulations do not permit the full range of hybrid damages-based agreements. In particular lawyers and clients should be able to enter into “no win – low fee” damages-based agreements. I hope that the MOJ will give early attention to amending the regulations.

7.5. Part 36 offers. In this and the following paragraphs a “successful” party means a party who has made a Part 36 offer which the other side has failed to beat at trial. The pre-existing regime tended to operate harshly against successful claimants in two respects. First, a claimant who only beat a Part 36 offer by small amount was still liable to be punished in costs following the Court of Appeal’s decision in Carver v BAA plc [2008] EWCA Civ 412; [2009] 1 WLR 113. Secondly, the reward for a successful defendant was often more generous than the reward for a successful claimant. This created an uneven playing field. Chapter 41 of the Final Report therefore proposed two reforms to the Part 36 regime:

(i) The effect of Carver v BAA plc should be reversed.
(ii) There should be an enhanced reward for successful claimants.

The second reform has the additional benefit of assisting CFA claimants at a time when they can no longer recover success fees from their opponents.

7.6. Reversal of the effect of Carver v BAA plc. The Rule Committee achieved this in 2011 by inserting a new paragraph (1A) into rule 36.14. This provides that “more advantageous” means better in money terms by any amount, however small.

7.7. Enhanced reward for successful claimants. Section 55 of LASPO enables an additional amount to be paid to successful claimants. The enhanced reward which the court may award comprises (a) 10% of any damages awarded up to £500,000 and (b) 5% of any damages awarded above that figure but under £1 million.

Part 36 is a provision in the Civil Procedure Rules ("CPR") designed to encourage parties to settle disputes without going to trial. Under Part 36, both claimants and defendants can inform the other side what they will accept or offer to resolve a dispute. If a party does not accept an offer made under Part 36 (a “Part 36 offer”), he risks being made liable to pay more in interest and/or costs on a judgment than if no offer had been made. These costs consequences and the circumstances in which they will apply are set out in more detail below. This financial risk encourages parties to make Part 36 offers and to seriously consider Part 36 offers made to them. See Stevens & Bolton, LLP, “Civil Procedure Rules – Part 36 Offers to Settle,” http://www.stevens-bolton.com/uploads/civil-procedure-rules--part-36-offers-to-settle-and-payments-into-court.pdf (as downloaded on June 14, 2014).
8. Costs Council/ Costs Committee

8.1. Recommendation. Chapter 6 of the Final Report recommended that the Advisory Committee on Civil Costs ("ACCC") should be disbanded and that a Costs Council chaired by a judge should be established in its place. The Costs Council could be either a free standing body or an adjunct to the Civil Justice Council. The remit of the Costs Council should be to:

(i) set guideline hourly rates ("GHRs") for summary assessment and detailed assessment;
(ii) review the matrices of fixed costs for the fast track;
(iii) review the overall upper limit for fast track costs.

8.2. Implementation. A variant of this recommendation was implemented in early 2013. The ACCC was disbanded and a Costs Committee was established as a committee of the Civil Justice Council. A High Court judge, Foskett J, is the chairman and Senior Costs Judge Peter Hurst is the vice chairman. The committee members are drawn from many different stakeholder groups. They are all people of long experience and high standing. Their role is to evaluate the evidence objectively, not simply to “represent” their own constituencies.

8.3. Remit. The first task of the Costs Committee is to undertake a comprehensive, evidence-based review of the GHRs and to make recommendations accordingly to the Master of the Rolls by April 2014. Thereafter the Costs Committee will review the GHRs on an annual basis and make recommendations to the Master of the Rolls about how they need to be updated.

8.4. GHRs Survey 2013. During November/December 2013 the Costs Committee conducted a nationwide survey to gather evidence as part of their review. It was designed to supplement and provide a cross-check on the validity of material from other surveys carried out on the costs of running a solicitor’s litigation practice and to assess recovery rates for costs claimed in litigation. The survey included (a) a call for written evidence and (b) sending out questionnaires to solicitors about the costs of running a litigation practice. A total of 42 written submissions were received following the call for evidence. The Committee held two oral evidence sessions in which a number of organizations and firms made submissions. The data which results from this review, together with data from the other surveys, will form an important part of the evidence underlying the Committee’s recommendations to the Master of the Rolls in April 2014.

8.5. Final term of reference. The Costs Committee’s final term of reference is “to monitor the operation of the costs rules, in consultation with the Ministry of Justice, and where appropriate, to make recommendations”. This provision is pregnant with possibilities.

8.6. Fast track fixed costs. For the reasons set out above, it is very much to be hoped that all costs (not just personal injury costs) in the fast track will soon be fixed. The existing matrices of fixed costs and any future matrices of fixed costs are part of the costs rules which the Costs Committee is enjoined
to monitor. I would respectfully suggest that it should be the function of the Costs Committee to keep the figures for fast track fixed costs under regular review and to include recommendations on this issue to the Master of the Rolls. If the Costs Committee don’t do this, who else (a) has the expertise to do so or (b) will actually get round to doing it?

9. Reforms to Specific Areas of Litigation

9.1. Personal Injuries. There has been a tendency in the past for the demands of personal injury lawyers to drive civil procedure reform. This is not appropriate. On the other hand personal injury claims constitute a vital area of civil litigation, which merits special consideration. My recommendations in this area are set out in chapters 18 to 22 of the Final Report and most have now been implemented. These reforms include increasing general damages by 10% and introducing QOCS, as discussed above; developing the portal; including defended personal injury claims within the fixed costs regime; restricting the costs which lawyers can recover from personal injury clients to 25% of damages (excluding damages referable to future losses); banning referral fees.

9.2. Referral fees. Referral fees turned out to be a particularly contentious area during the Review. The battle lines did not follow the usual claimant/defendant divide. On any objective analysis, however, it was clear that referral fees were driving up costs to the benefit of referrers (claims management companies, BTE insurers, etc.) and to the detriment of personal claimants: see chapter 20 of the Final Report. I recommended that these referral fees be banned. Both the Bar and the Law Society supported the recommendation. Sections 56 to 60 of LASPO introduced the ban of referral fees with effect from April 2013.

9.3 Clinical negligence. Chapter 23 of the Final Report proposed a package of reforms concerning the nuts and bolts of clinical negligence litigation. Most of these reforms were introduced before the general implementation date of 1st April 2013. For example, the NHSLA changed its policy and agreed to obtain independent expert reports before denying liability. In order to facilitate this, the time allowed for defendants to respond to letters of claim was increased from three to four months. For further details see the twelfth implementation lecture, The reform of clinical negligence litigation.

9.4. Intellectual property claims. Chapter 24 of the Final Report proposed a number of reforms to IP litigation. Most of these were introduced before the general implementation date of 1st April 2013. For a lucid summary of these reforms, see the Seventeenth implementation lecture delivered by Arnold J, Intellectual property litigation: implementation of the Jackson Report’s recommendations. In particular, amendments have been made to the Patents Court Guide to promote active case management. Scale costs or fixed costs have been introduced in the Patents County Court, now re-named the Intellectual Property Enterprise Court. A small claims track has been introduced for low value cases proceeding in that court.
9.5. Small business disputes. Chapter 25 of the Final Report addressed small business disputes. This is a topic of particular importance, given the contribution made by SMEs to the UK economy. One particular problem noted was that Mercantile Courts around the country (unlike the other specialist courts) lacked any effective co-ordination. It was therefore recommended that there should be a single High Court judge in charge of all Mercantile Courts. This reform was implemented in 2010, with Gloster J becoming the first judge in charge. Another major recommendation was that there should be a single court guide for all Mercantile Courts. Hamblen J oversaw the preparation of this guide, which came into force in 2012.

9.6. Technology and Construction Court. Chapter 29 of the Final Report deals with litigation in the Technology and Construction Court (“TCC”). Most of the recommendations are focused upon case management and have been implemented. Changes are still needed, however, to enable designated district judges to sit in the TCC. Some district judges have practical experience in the construction field (e.g. as surveyors) and would be an ideal tribunal for small construction disputes.

9.7. Chancery litigation. Chapter 28 of the Final Report proposed a number of case management reforms in this area. Many of these were implemented between 2010 and 2012. Quite apart from those recommendations, logistics have impacted upon procedure. In 2011 the Chancery Division, the Commercial Court and the TCC all moved into the Rolls Building. This coming together under one roof has led to some convergence of the procedures of all three courts.

9.8. Chancery Modernization Review. During 2013 Briggs LJ carried out a massive review of the practices and procedures of the Chancery Division. He published his final report on 17th December 2013. It is anticipated that implementation will follow during 2014.

10. Impact of the Reforms – An Early Impression

10.1. Feedback and submissions by respondents to the CJC. I have read many of the submissions made by respondents to the CJC and received much informal feedback from practitioners and judges. It is fair to say that opinion is divided now on the main issues, as it was during the Review. It is also notable that the criticisms are focused upon part only of the package of reforms summarized in the first part this paper.

10.2. Some unpopularity is inevitable. Reforms which are designed (a) to bring down the costs of litigation and (b) to change the way in which lawyers work are bound to be unpopular with practitioners.

10.3. Reduction in delays and ‘tactical games’. An interesting observation made by one firm of solicitors is that, following the reforms, there appears to be far less inclination on the part of parties to delay or play ‘tactical games’.
10.4. **Recent judicial decisions.** Many of the comments made by respondents are directed to recent judicial decisions, on which it is not appropriate for me to comment. Case law is developed through argument in court, not by debate at conferences.

10.5. **Are the respondents to the CJC a fair cross-section of opinion?** This is no criticism of the CJC, but my impression is that the responses may not be a fair cross-section of opinion within the profession. Those who are opposed to or angry about the reforms may be more inclined than others to send in responses.

10.6. **Is access to justice reduced?** Critics of the reforms say that access to justice is reduced. Supporters say that it is not. It is therefore helpful look at the evidence. There appears to have been no reduction in the numbers of (a) new claims issued or (b) new claims notified following the introduction of the reforms. It will be recalled that following the introduction of the Woolf reforms there was a sharp drop in new claims issued. Many people predicted a similar drop off after April 2013. In fact the MOJ statistics for England show that there was a slight increase in new claims during the first six months.

10.7. **Other factors in play.** When considering claim numbers and access to justice, it should be noted that other factors are also in play. Contrary to my recommendations, civil legal aid has been substantially cut back.

10.8. **Too early to reach conclusions.** Many people have commented that it is still too early to reach balanced conclusions about the reforms. I agree. In my view the reforms will need time to bed in, so that both judges and practitioners can become comfortable with them.

10.9. **Ending recoverability of success fees.** This comes as a disappointment for those who operated under CFAs under the old regime. Whilst I understand that disappointment, which is reflected in many claimant submissions, all I can say is that the old regime was indefensible. It distorted incentives and was a massive driver of costs, as demonstrated by the statistical analyses. No other country in the world has such as a bizarre system. We have, in essence, returned to the pre-2000 rules, which proved perfectly satisfactory.

10.10. **Suggested modification in PI cases.** One modification suggested by the Bar Council is that the success fees which lawyers can deduct from damages should be 25% of all damages, i.e. not limited to general damages and past losses. I was originally minded to recommend precisely that, but was persuaded to ring fence damages in respect of future losses by the powerful submissions which claimant PI lawyers advanced.

---

**Footnotes:**

n The figures for Cardiff appear to show the opposite. Unfortunately these figures contain glitches which have not yet been corrected. If and when the Cardiff figures are corrected, they will show a similar picture to that elsewhere.

n See the tenth implementation lecture, para 2.7.
10.11. **Agreeing reasonable extensions of time.** Many practitioners have said to me and many respondents have stated in their submissions that it should be possible for parties to agree reasonable extensions of time which do not disrupt the litigation timetable. I agree, as stated in paragraph 3.10 above.

10.12. **Costs management.** Some of the feedback is positive. Some is wholly negative. Some of the feedback makes sensible proposals for improving the process. Inevitably the proposals are inconsistent. For example, one respondent urges that there should be more exemptions from the process, whilst another urges that a wider range of cases should be included.

10.13. **Judicial training.** The Judicial College undertook a huge training exercise in the period January to March 2013, which may not be fully appreciated by commentators. Nevertheless it does appear from the feedback that further training may be needed in respect of both costs management and provisional assessment of costs, in order to achieve greater uniformity of practice.

10.14. **Law Society proposal for “good practice” guidance.** The Law Society proposes that guidance on “good practice” in relation costs management should be published for the assistance of the judiciary. This is a sensible proposal which the Judicial College may care to consider. No doubt the CJC or its Costs Committee or the Law Society would be willing to assist, if requested.

10.15. **Further training for practitioners.** Since there is comment in the submissions about judicial skills, perhaps practitioners should also be mentioned. There is a divide between those solicitors’ firms who can produce reasonable budgets without undue fuss and expense and those who cannot. One city solicitor is quoted in *The Times* today as saying that there is no logical reason for keeping budgeting out of the Commercial Court regime. He adds that lawyers should and must be able to budget.

10.16. **Prediction.** Nobody would embark upon building works or any other business project without a budget, albeit subject to appropriate future revision. No-one suggests that quantity surveyors or bills of quantities are unnecessary merely because they lead to “front loading” of costs. Whether you are an individual caught up in a boundary dispute or a global corporation defending its patents, litigation is usually a major business project. I predict that in future years people will look back on the “old” regime of uncontrolled litigation costs as absurd.

10.17. **DBAs [Damages-Based Agreements].** Many of those who have approached me and many respondents to the CJC are critical of the regulations governing DBAs. Indeed so far as I can see everyone on both the claimant and defendant side says that DBAs are not being used at all. This
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o 13th March 2014. The article also refers to research indicating that London will lose business to overseas jurisdictions if the costs of commercial cases are not reined in.
underlines the urgent necessity of amending the regulations as indicated above. This point has been made repeatedly over the last year. I am unable to understand why it has not been acted upon.

10.18. **Unimplemented proposals.** One or two respondents have drawn attention to unimplemented proposals and have suggested that these should be taken forward. That must be a matter for the Rule Committee and the MOJ. I should, however, draw attention to one proposal which is bound to take time to implement, namely that relating to bills of costs.

10.19. **New forms of bills of costs.** Recommendation 107 in the *Final Report* is:

   Software should be developed which will (a) be used for time recording and capturing relevant information and (b) automatically generate schedules for summary assessment or bills for detailed assessment as and when required. The long term aim must be to harmonize the procedures and systems which will be used for costs budgeting, costs management, summary assessment and detailed assessment.

This will require the development of new form bills of costs and much work by IT experts. It is a long term project. I understand that the Association of Costs Lawyers ("ACL"), of which Ramsey J is Honorary President, is involved in taking this forward. It would be helpful to hear what progress the ACL has made.

10.20. **Proposed reforms of the reforms.** Practitioners have raised a host of proposals for amending/improving the new rules. These matters must be for the Rule Committee, not for me. I am not a member of the Rule Committee. I ceased to have any involvement with the implementation of the reforms in April 2012. Indeed this is only the second conference on the reforms to which I have contributed since then. Accordingly none of the opinions expressed above reflect the views of the Rule Committee or the MOJ.